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Preface

This guide describes the following:

■ how to upgrade to version 7.3.4 of the database on Windows NT

■ how to upgrade to version 7.3.4 of Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95

■ how to upgrade from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 to Windows 95

■ how to upgrade from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/Windows 95 to 
Personal Oracle7 for Windows NT

■ how to migrate from Microsoft Access to Personal Oracle7

■ how to use the NT Instance Manager from the command line
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Purpose
The purpose of this guide is to provide information on how to upgrade data from 
several different operating systems and several different versions of Personal 
Oracle7. 

Audience
The audience for this guide is administrators and users of Oracle products on 
Windows NT and Windows 95.

You must be familiar with your computer and its operating system. For example, 
you should know the commands for deleting and copying files and understand 
search paths, subdirectories, and pathnames.

How this Guide is Organized
This guide contains four chapters and one appendix with all the relevant 
upgrading information.

Chapter 1:    “Upgrading to Version 7.3.4 on Windows NT”
Contains information about upgrading to Version 7.3.4 of the database on 
Windows NT.

Chapter 2:     “Upgrading to Version 7.3.4 on Windows 95”
Contains information about upgrading to Version 7.3.4 of Personal Oracle7 for 
Windows 95.

Chapter 3: “Upgrading from Windows 3.1 to Version 7.3.4 on Windows 95”
Contains information about upgrading from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 to 
Windows 95.

Chapter 4: “Upgrading Windows 3.1/Windows 95 to Version 7.3.4 on Windows 
NT”
Contains information about upgrading from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/
Windows 95 to Personal Oracle7 for Windows NT.

Chapter 5: “Migrating from Microsoft Access to Personal Oracle7”

Containsan overview on migrating from Microsoft Access to Personal Oracle7 
using the Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access

Appendix A:   “Using NT Instance Manager from the Command Line”
Contains information about using the commands and parameters of NT Instance 
Manager from the command line (ORADIM73.EXE).
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Related Documentation
■ Oracle7 Server Migration

Conventions Used in This Guide
The following typographical conventions are used in this guide:

Feature Explanation

syntax Appears in the following font for SQL*DBA commands 
and SQL statements: 

SELECT * FROM EMP

uppercase Indicates a word or phrase to be entered exactly as 
spelled, although your operating system may allow the 
words to be entered in lower or mixed case.  See your 
Installation and User’s Guide to determine whether your 
operating system is case-sensitive.

The following appear in uppercase:

• commands

• SQL reserved words and keywords

• table and column names used in examples

• example filenames.

In general, SQL and SQL*DBA commands may be entered 
in either upper or lowercase.

angle brackets < > Indicates a variable where you should substitute an 
appropriate value, such as the name of a database file.

square brackets [ ] Indicates optional parameters or keywords.

curly braces { } Indicates a sequence of parameters or keywords, of which 
one must be chosen.

vertical lines | Separates optional or mandatory choices.

ellipses... Indicates that the preceding item can repeat.  You may 
enter an arbitrary number of similar items.
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other punctuation Punctuation other than brackets and vertical bars must be 
entered in commands exactly as shown. 

filenames Filenames appear in capital letters, as in INIT.ORA.  
Portions of filenames that may vary appear in lowercase, 
as in SGADEFx.ORA.  Some operating systems treat 
filenames in a case-sensitive manner; see your Installation 
and User’s Guide if you require additional information.  
File extensions or types are notated by a period preceding 
the type or extension (as in .ORA above); your operating 
system may use some other separator.

SQL*DBA 
commands

SQL*DBA commands are shown prefixed by the 
SQL*DBA prompt to distinguish them from SQL 
statements, as in:

SQLDBA> MONITOR USERS

SQL statements SQL statements are shown with no prompt, as in:

SELECT * FROM EMP

monospace text Type text exactly as shown.  Text typed on a PC is not 
case-sensitive, unless noted otherwise.

italics Italics represent a parameter.  Substitute an appropriate 
value.

C> C> represents the DOS prompt of the hard disk drive you 
are using.  Your prompt may differ and will at times 
reflect the subdirectory you are in.

\DIRECTORY A backslash before a directory name indicates that this is 
a subdirectory.

Feature Explanation
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ORACLE_HOME Oracle home is represented as the hard drive letter and the top 
level directory where your Oracle software is installed. In this 
guide, the convention ORACLE_HOME is used to indicate your 
Oracle home directory, which may be:

■ C:\ ORANT for Windows NT

■ C:\ ORAWIN95 for Windows 95

■ C:\ORAWIN for Windows 3.1

If using a different ORACLE_HOME then those listed above, 
substitute it throughout these instructions.

Feature Explanation
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1
Upgrading to Version 7.3.4 on Windows NT

This chapter describes how to upgrade from 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, and 7.3.3 to version 
7.3.4 on Windows NT. 

Specific topics discussed are:

■ general upgrading information

■ upgrading steps
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General Upgrading Information
The following list describes the general steps for upgrading your database to 
version 7.3.4. 

■ identify and back up your older database files

■ de-install the older database (do not remove the database files when prompted)

■ install the 7.3.4 database without a Starter database

■ copy the older database files you backed up into the Database subdirectory

■ create a SID for the to-be-upgraded database instance

■ create and start an Oracle 7.3.4 instance without starting a new database

■ initialize the database setup

■ run the upgrading scripts

■ shut down and restart the database

■ set the instance startup mode to automatic and enter the password you used 
when you created the instance

■ reboot your computer

These steps are described below.

Upgrading Steps

Note: The following steps assume that ORACLE_HOME\BIN is 
in your PATH. If you choose to have the Oracle Installer modify 
your path, you must reboot your machine for this change to take 
effect.
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SQL*DBA or Server Manager.
In the following sections, you will enter commands at the SQL*DBA or Server 
Manager prompt. The SQLDBAxx application has been replaced by SVRMGR23 for 
version 7.3. Remember to use the appropriate version of SQL*DBA or Server 
Manager for your version of Personal Oracle7: 

Upgrading Steps
Use the following steps to upgrade your database files:

1. If you have SQL*Net version 2.2 or any version of SQL*Net earlier than version 
2.2 installed on your machine, you should remove it before installing the 
SQL*Net version 2.3 product included on this CD-ROM disc.

If you remove SQL*Net version 2.2 after installing SQL*Net version 2.3, some 
shared SQL*Net version 2.3 files are overwritten, rendering SQL*Net version 
2.3 unusable. If you mistakenly remove SQL*Net version 2.2 after installing 
SQL*Net version 2.3, then install SQL*Net version 2.3 again.

2. Ensure there is at least 8 MB of free space in the SYSTEM tablespace. 

a. Depending on your version of Oracle7, start SQL*DBA or Server Manager 
to perform steps 2.b. through 4.a. below.

If Upgrading From Version... Then Use...

7.0 SQLDBA

7.1 SQLDBA71

7.2 SQLDBA72

7.3 SVRMGR23

If Using... Then Enter

7.0 C:\> SQLDBA

7.1 C:\> SQLDBA71

7.2 C:\> SQLDBA72

7.3 C:\> SVRMGR23
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b. Connect as the SYSTEM user:

CONNECT SYSTEM/MANAGER

MANAGER is the SYSTEM password after installation. If you have 
changed the SYSTEM password, enter the correct one.

c. Enter the following SQL statement:

SELECT SUM(BYTES) FROM SYS.DBA_FREE_SPACE
WHERE TABLESPACE_NAME = ’SYSTEM’;

d. If 8 MB of free space is not available, enlarge the SYSTEM tablespace by 
adding a data file of the appropriate size. For example, the following SQL 
statement adds an 8 MB data file to the SYSTEM tablespace:

ALTER TABLESPACE SYSTEM ADD DATAFILE ’DIRECTORY_FOR_THE_FILE\FILENAME’ 
SIZE 8M;

3. Make a list of the control, data, and log files for each database instance you 
want to upgrade by entering the following SQL statement:

CONNECT SYSTEM/PASSWORD
SPOOL UPGRADE.LOG;
SELECT MEMBER FROM V$LOGFILE;
SELECT NAME FROM V$DATAFILE;
SELECT VALUE FROM V$PARAMETER
2> WHERE NAME = ’CONTROL_FILES’;

where the WHERE clause equals CONTROL_FILES, DB_FILES, or LOG_FILES. 
When you are done, close the spool file by entering:

SPOOL OFF

The spool file is placed in the current working directory. 

4. Shut down the Oracle7 database and delete any Oracle services belonging to 
the database.

a. To shut down the database, enter the following:

CONNECT INTERNAL/PASSWORD
SHUTDOWN
EXIT
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b. Delete the Oracle services belonging to the database by using: 

■   ORASRV for version 7.0

■   ORADIM71 for version 7.1

■   ORADIM72 for version 7.2

■   ORADIM73 for version 7.3

For example, shut down a version 7.2 Oracle7 database with the following 
commands at the DOS command prompt:

C:\> NET STOP OracleServiceSID
C:\> ORADIM72 -DELETE -SID SID

These commands stop and delete the service where SID is the SID of the 
instance.

5. Back up your ORACLE_HOME directory. 

See the Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide for details on database backup.

6. Change or add the value of the COMPATIBLE parameter in the INITSID.ORA 
file to the Personal Oracle7 release to which you are upgrading:

COMPATIBLE=7.3.0.0.0

7. Back up the version 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, or 7.3.3 INITSID.ORA file.

8. Remove the version 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, or 7.3.3 Oracle7 database, SQL*Net 
Server, and Oracle7 Utilities using Oracle Installer. See Personal Oracle7 
Installation Release 7.3 for Windows NT and Windows 95 for instructions. 

CAUTION: Do not remove the version 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, or 7.3.3 
database files or the Required Support Files when prompted! 

Note: For the version 7.0 database, the Required Support Files are 
removed automatically. Therefore, you must re-install them.
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9. Install the Personal Oracle7 database from the CD-ROM disc. See the Personal 
Oracle7 Installation Release 7.3 for Windows NT and Windows 95 for details.

10. If you installed a Standard or Replication starter database, add an entry for 
ORACLE_SID to the Windows NT Registry. If you did not install a Standard or 
Replication starter database, proceed to Step 11.

a.  Choose a SID for the instance you intend to upgrade.

For example, choose ABCD as the SID. 

b.  Enter REGEDT32 (for Windows NT 3.51) or REGEDIT (for Windows NT 
4.0) at the command prompt to open the Windows NT Registry. 

c.  Go to the \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE directory.

d.  Create the ORACLE_SID value with data type REG_EXPAND_SZ and the 
SID you chose earlier in the string field.

e. Close the Windows NT Registry.

11. Create and start version 7.3.4 Oracle instance.

a. Create and start an Oracle version 7.3.4 instance (without creating a new 
database) using the command line version of Instance Manager. If you use 
the GUI version of Instance Manager, a new database is automatically 
created.

See Appendix A of this guide for information on using the command line 
version of Instance Manager. Information on using Instance Manager GUI 
is available as online help.

Note: During installation, you have the choice of installing the 
Standard or Replication database. If you do not need another database 
(in addition to the one from which you are upgrading), you do not 
have to install the Standard or Replication database. Instead, select 
None.

ATTENTION: If you have chosen to install the starter database, 
do not use ORCL as the SID (the version 7.3.4 starter database 
has ORCL as the default SID). 

Note: The SID is limited to four alphanumeric characters or less.
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b. Create the Oracle instance at the command line:

ORADIM73 -NEW -SID sid [-INTPWD internal_pwd] 

[-MAXUSERS number][-STARTMODE auto, manual]

[-PFILE INITsid.ORA]

The following are created:

■   Oracle service (OracleServiceSID)

■   Oracle service (OracleStartSID)

■   Password file (PWDSID.ORA) located in ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE

c. Start the new Oracle instance at the command line:

ORADIM73 -STARTUP -SID SID [-USRPWD USER_PWD] -STARTTYPE SRVC,INST -
PFILE INITsid.ORA 

  

12. Move all version 7.0 or 7.1  database files to the version 7.3.4 
ORANT\DATABASE directory.

Note: This command only starts the Oracle services. It does not 
start the database.

CAUTION: After installing Oracle7 version 7.3.4, do not remove 
Oracle7 version 7.1. Removing version 7.1 disrupts your version 
7.3.4 installation.

Note: Database files consist of control files, data files, and log files. 
If you have your own database file structure, go to Step 14.

Move Database Files From... To... 

%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS70 %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE

%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS71 %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE
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For example, move a version 7.1 control file to the version 7.3.4 directory as 
follows:

C:\> MOVE C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\CTL1ORCL.ORA C:\ORANT\DATABASE\CTL1ABCD.ORA

13. Move all version 7.0 or 7.1 archive files to the version 7.3.4 \ARCHIVE 
directory.

 The following table lists the files of the version 7.0, 7.1, and 7.2 starter 
databases. The files for version 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 are the same as for version 7.2. 
This information is in the spool file you created earlier in Step 3. If you have 
expanded the starter database, move the additional database files as well.  

Move Archive Files From... To... 

%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS70\ ARCHIVE %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE\ARCHIVE

%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS71\ ARCHIVE %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE\ARCHIVE

7.0 Files 7.1 Files  7.2/7.3.2/7.3.3 Files

%RDBMS70%\ CTL1.ORA %RDBMS71%\ 
CTL1ORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\CTL1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS70%\ DBS1.ORA %RDBMS71%\ SYSORCL.ORA %ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\SYS1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS70%\ LOG1.ORA %RDBMS71%\ 
USERORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\USR1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS70%\ LOG2.ORA %RDBMS71%\ RBSORCL.ORA %ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\RBS1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS71%\ 
TEMPORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\TMP1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS71%\ 
LOG1ORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\LOG1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS71%\ 
LOG2ORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\LOG2ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS71%\ARCHIVE\ 
CTL1ORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\ARCHIVE\ 
CTL1ORCL.ORA

%RDBMS71%\ARCHIVE\ 
LOG1ORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\ 
DATABASE\ARCHIVE\ 
LOG1ORCL.ORA
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14. Move the 7.0 and 7.1 initialization parameter files to the 7.3.4 
ORANT\DATABASE directory.

15. Edit the version 7.3.4 initialization parameter file.

You moved the version 7.0 and 7.1 control files, data files, log files, archive files, 
and any other database files you may have to the version 7.3.4 directory 
%ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE. The new location of these files must be 
reflected in the version 7.3.4 initialization parameter file. For example, edit the 
CONTROL_FILES parameter as follows:

CONTROL_FILES = (%ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE\CTL1ABCD.ORA)

     

%RDBMS71%\ARCHIVE\ 
LOG2ORCL.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\   
DATABASE\ARCHIVE\ 
LOG2ORCL.ORA

Note: This information is in the spool file you created earlier.

Move Initialization Files From... To... 

%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS70\ INITSID.ORA %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE\ INITSID.ORA

%ORACLE_HOME%\RDBMS71\ INITSID.ORA %ORACLE_HOME%\DATABASE\ INITSID.ORA

Note: Change any occurrence of %RDBMS70%, %RDBMS71%, 
or %RDBMS72% in the initialization parameter file to 
%RDBMS73%.

Note: If you installed Oracle7 release 7.3.4 without the starter 
database, remove the reference to CTL2SID.ORA in your 
initialization parameter file.

Note: In Release 7.3.4 of the Oracle7 database, the 
CONTROL_FILES parameter in the initialization parameter file 
points to two control files. Since some previous versions pointed 
to only one control file, you must ensure that this parameter 
points to only one control file, unless you have customized the 
initialization parameter file.

7.0 Files 7.1 Files  7.2/7.3.2/7.3.3 Files
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16. Verify that REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE is set to the following value in 
the 7.3.4 initialization parameter file:

REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE=SHARED  

If it does not, change the setting.

17. Set ORACLE_SID=ORCL at the DOS command prompt.

18. Start the version 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, or 7.3.3 Personal Oracle7 database using 
Server Manager in line mode:

C:\> SVRMGR23

19. Connect as INTERNAL. When prompted for a password, enter the password 
you used to create the Oracle services in step 11. 

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL/PASSWORD

20. Then enter the following:

SVRMGR> STARTUP EXCLUSIVE MOUNT

21.  Enter the ALTER DATABASE statement at the Server Manager prompt to 
change the full paths of the data files and log files. 

 The following example 7.0 statements upgrade the default SID ORCL. Your 
statement must match your actual files. 

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE RENAME FILE
2> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS70\DBS1.ORA’,
3> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS70\LOG1.ORA’,
4> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS70\LOG2.ORA’ TO 
5> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\DBS1ORCL.ORA’,
6> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\LOG1ORCL.ORA’,
7> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\LOG2ORCL.ORA’

 The following example 7.1 statements upgrade the default SID ORCL. Your 
statement must match your actual files. 

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE RENAME FILE
2> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\LOG1ORCL.ORA’,

Note: If you have your own database file structure, go to Step 22 (you 
have neither moved nor renamed your files).
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3> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\ARCHIVE\LOG1ORCL.ORA’,
4> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\LOG2ORCL.ORA’,
5> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\ARCHIVE\LOG2ORCL.ORA’,
6> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\SYSORCL.ORA’,
7> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\USRORCL.ORA’,
8> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\RBSORCL.ORA’,
9> ’C:\ORANT\RDBMS71\TMPORCL.ORA’ TO 
10> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\LOG1ORCL.ORA’,
11> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\ARCHIVE\LOG1ORCL.ORA’,
12> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\LOG2ORCL.ORA’,
13> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\ARCHIVE\LOG2ORCL.ORA’,
14> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\SYS1ORCL.ORA’,
15> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\USR1ORCL.ORA’,
16> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\RBS1ORCL.ORA’,
17> ’C:\ORANT\DATABASE\TMP1ORCL.ORA’
 

22. Run SQL scripts at the Server Manager prompt to upgrade the database:

To Upgrade From 7.0.15 to 7.3.4:

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE OPEN;

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT70101.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT70102.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT70103.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7103.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7106.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7201.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7202.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7203.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7301.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7302.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7303.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7304.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATALOG.SQL

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATPROC.SQL

Note: If your Oracle Home directory is not C:\ORANT, replace it 
with the actual directory name.

Note: If you have expanded the database, include the additional 
database files in the above statements.
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To Upgrade From 7.1.3 to 7.3.4:   

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE OPEN;
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7106.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7201.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7202.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7203.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7301.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7302.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7303.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7304.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATALOG.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATPROC.SQL

To Upgrade From 7.2.2 to 7.3.4: 

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE OPEN;
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7203.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7301.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7302.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7303.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7304.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATALOG.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATPROC.SQL

To Upgrade From 7.3.2 to 7.3.4: 

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE OPEN;
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7303.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7304.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATALOG.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATPROC.SQL

To Upgrade From 7.3.3 to 7.3.4: 

SVRMGR> ALTER DATABASE OPEN;
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CAT7304.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATALOG.SQL
SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATPROC.SQL
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To Upgrade a replication database From 7.0.15 to 7.3.4, 7.1.3 to 7.3.4, or 7.2.2 to 
7.3.4, or 7.3.2 to 7.3.4 or 7.3.3 to 7.3.4 run the following script:    

SVRMGR> @%RDBMS73%\ADMIN\CATREP.SQL

23.  Rerun UTLXPLAN.SQL in any schema in which you want to use EXPLAIN 
PLAN.

24. Shut down and restart the 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, or 7.3.3 Oracle7 database by 
entering the following command at the Server Manager prompt:

SVRMGR> SHUTDOWN

25. Shut down and restart the computer.

Your 7.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.2, or 7.3.3 Oracle7 database is now upgraded to version 
7.3.4.

Note: CATPROC.SQL is for PL/SQL functionality. CATREP.SQL 
is for Advanced Replication functionality. Run CATREP.SQL only 
if you have the Advanced Replication functionality and want to 
use it. Be advised that CATREP.SQL may take over an hour to run!

Note: Ensure that you spool all of the output from the.SQL scripts 
to a file. Then, check the file for errors.
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2
Upgrading to Version 7.3.4 on Windows 95

This chapter describes how to upgrade from versions 7.2, 7.3.2, and 7.3.3 to 
version 7.3.4 on Windows 95. 

Specific topics discussed are: 

■ general upgrading information

■ upgrading steps
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General Upgrading Information
The following list describes the general steps you can use to upgrade your database 
to version 7.3.4 of Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95. 

■ identify and back up your older database files

■ de-install the older database (do not remove the database files when prompted)

■ install the 7.3.4 database without a Starter database

■ copy the older database files you backed up into the Database subdirectory

■ turn off automatic database startup

■ initialize the database setup

■ run the upgrading scripts

■ shut down and restart the database

■ reboot your computer

Upgrading Steps

SQL*DBA or Server Manager
In the following sections, you will enter commands at the SQL*DBA or Server 
Manager prompt. The SQLDBAxx application has been replaced by SVRMGR23 for 
version 7.3. Remember to use the appropriate version of SQL*DBA or Server 
Manager for your version of Personal Oracle7: 

Note: The following steps assume that ORACLE_HOME\BIN is 
in your PATH. If you choose to have the Oracle Installer modify 
your path, you must reboot your machine for this change to take 
effect.

If Upgrading From Version... Then Use...

7.2 SQLDBA72

7.3 SVRMGR23
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Upgrading Steps
To upgrade your database files:

1. Depending on your version of Oracle7, start SQL*DBA or Server Manager to 
perform step 2 below:

2. Make a list of the control, data, and log files for each database instance you 
want to upgrade by entering the following SQL statements:

CONNECT SYSTEM/PASSWORD
SELECT NAME FROM V$CONTROLFILE;
SELECT NAME FROM V$DATAFILE;
SELECT MEMBER FROM V$LOGFILE;

The default password is MANAGER.

3. Exit SQL*DBA or Server Manager by typing the following:

EXIT

4. Stop the database:

a. Click the Start button on the Windows 95 taskbar. 

b. Click the Stop Database icon in the appropriate program group.

c. Make sure that you stop all Oracle programs.

If you are upgrading from the 7.2 database, ensure that you shut down the 
database instance by using the KNLSTOP.EXE command, located in 
ORACLE_HOME\BIN. 

5. Back up all the files identified in Step 2 by copying them into another directory. 

6. De-install the older database and Oracle7 Utilities using Oracle Installer.

a. Select Oracle Installer from the program group.

The Software Asset Manager dialog box appears. 

If Using... Then Enter...

7.2 C:\> SQLDBA72

7.3 C:\> SVRMGR23

Additional Information: See Oracle7 Server Administrator’s Guide for 
details on database backup.
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b. Select the older database component and the Oracle7 Utilities.

c. Click Remove.

The Remove Database dialog box appears asking if you want to remove your 
database files.

d. Select No.

e. Exit Oracle Installer. 

7. Install the Oracle7 database from the CD-ROM disc. See Personal Oracle7 
Installation Release 7.3 for Windows NT and Windows 95 for details.

8. Choose No when you are asked if you want to overwrite the existing database 
with the Starter database.

9. Exit Oracle Installer when installation is complete.

10. Turn off automatic database startup by typing the following:

C:\> ORAAUTOS OFF

This turns off automatic database startup. 

11. If you installed a custom database, use the following two steps. If not, go to 
Step 12. 

a.  Open the MIGRATE.ORA file in Notepad. This file is located in the 
ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN directory. 

b. Change MIGRATE.ORA’s CONTROL_FILES parameter to reflect the path 
of the current control files. If you need to find the correct value, check the 
current INITORCL.ORA file.

Make sure that you have resizable database files or you have enough space 
in your database files to upgrade. At least 10 megabytes of space is needed 
for replication database upgrading. 

12. Change directories to ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN. To do this, type 
the following at the MS-DOS prompt:

C:\> CD ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN

CAUTION: Do not remove the version 7.2 or 7.3.2 database files or 
the Required Support Files when prompted! 
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13. Start Server Manager by typing the following: 

C:\> SVRMGR23

14. Start the database by typing the following at the Server Manager prompt:

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL/PASSWORD

If you forgot the password, type the following command:

SVRMGR> SETPWD73

This initializes your password to “ORACLE”.

If you want to change your password, see the Reference topic of the Personal 
Oracle7 Database Security section of the Personal Oracle7 Help in the Personal 
Oracle7 for Windows 95 program group.

15. Type the following at the Server Manager prompt:

SVRMGR> STARTUP PFILE=MIGRATE.ORA

16. To upgrade a nonreplication database, type the following at the Server 
Manager prompt:

17. To upgrade a replication database, type the following at the Server Manger 
prompt:

If you are migrating from: Type:

7.2.2 to 7.3.4 @c722734.sql

7.3.2 to 7.3.4 @c732734.sql

7.3.3 to 7.3.4 @c733734.sql

If you are migrating from: Type:

7.2.2 to 7.3.4 @rc722734

7.3.2 to 7.3.4 @rc732734

7.3.3 to 7.3.4 @rc733734
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18. Exit Server Manager by typing the following:

SVRMGR> EXIT

19. If you want to upgrade snapshots from version 7.2 to version 7.3.4, type the 
following at the MS-DOS prompt.

C:\> SNP7273.EXE

20. Run Server Manager by typing the following at the MS-DOS prompt:

C:\> SVRMGR23

21. Shut down the database by typing the following at the Server Manager prompt:

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL/PASSWORD

SVRMGR> SHUTDOWN

SVRMGR> EXIT

22. Open INITORCL.ORA located in ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE by using a text 
editor such as WordPad or Notepad.

23. Verify that the compatibility parameter is set to 7.3.0.0.0. If it is not, change it to 
7.3.0.0.0.

Your database upgrading is now complete. If you want, you can start up your 
database.

24. If you want your database to start up automatically, change directories to 
ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE in MS-DOS. Turn on automatic database startup 
by typing the following:

C:\> ORAAUTOS ON
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3
Upgrading from Windows 3.1 to Version

7.3.4 on Windows 95

This chapter describes how to upgrade from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 
(all editions) to Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95. 

Specific topics discussed are:

■ general upgrading information

■ upgrading steps
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General Upgrading Information
The following list describes the general steps for upgrading your database from 
Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 to Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95. 

■ shut down the Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 database properly 

■ back up your database files

■ upgrade from Windows 3.1 to Windows 95, if necessary

■ install Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95 without a starter database

■ copy the database files you backed up into the DATABASE subdirectory

■ update the internal database information on the location of the new files

■ run the SQL script to update the internal database structures 

This method is recommended if you have lots of data in your database and you do 
not plan on using Advanced Replication features, such as updatable snapshots. 
This method has the advantage of requiring that you simply move database files.

It is possible to use this method and still use Advanced Replication features; 
however, there are several additional steps to incorporate Advanced Replication 
features into your database. These steps, not documented here, are found in the 
Oracle7 Server Distributed Systems, Volumes I and II, available online as HTML files. 

 Upgrading Steps

Upgrading Steps
To upgrade your database files:

1. Shut down your Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 database ensuring that 
there are no errors.

If you are unsure if the database shut down without any errors, use Database 
Manager to shut down your database.

Note: The following steps assume that the Windows 95 
ORACLE_HOME\BIN directory or Windows 3.1 
ORACLE_HOME\BIN directory is in your PATH. If you chose to 
have Oracle Installer modify your path, you must reboot your 
machine for this change to take effect.
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2. Identify the names of your current database files. 

For Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1, the default location of these files is in 
the ORAWIN\DBS directory, with all files ending with a .ORA file extension. 
If you created your own database, then you may have placed the database files 
in a different location or given them different file name extensions.

3. Back up the database files from Step 2 by copying the files into a separate 
directory. 

4. Upgrade to the Windows 95 operating system if you have not already done so. 

5. Place the Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95 CD in the CD-ROM drive.

6. Click Yes when the dialog box appears asking if you want to install Personal 
Oracle7 for Windows 95.

7. Select Custom when requested to choose the type of installation (Personal 
Oracle7 - All Products, Personal Oracle7 - Database Only, or Custom).

The Software Asset Manager dialog box appears.

8. Select the products that you want to install from the list on the left-hand side of 
the Software Asset Manager dialog box. At a minimum, you must select the 
Personal Oracle7 product (this contains the Oracle7 Database and Oracle7 
Utilities).

If you want to install the equivalent of a Personal Oracle7 - All Products 
installation, select all products.

If you want to install the equivalent of a Personal Oracle7 - Database Only 
installation, double-click on Personal Oracle7 and select Oracle7 DBMS and 
Oracle7 Utilities. 

You can also selectively install any other products listed in the Software Asset 
Manager dialog box.

9. Choose the None option when you are prompted to select the type of starter 
database to install. 

10. Exit Oracle Installer when the installation finishes successfully.

11. Restart your computer.

12. Open an MS-DOS prompt from Windows 95.

13. Change directories to the Windows 95 ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE directory 
and execute the following command: 

ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE> SETPWD73 
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 This initializes your password to “ORACLE”.

If you want to change your password, see the Personal Oracle7 online Help in 
the Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95 program group.

14. Go to Step 15 if you installed Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95 on a 
compressed drive. Go to Step 19 if you created your own custom database with 
Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1. Otherwise, go to Step 21.

If you installed Personal Oracle7 for Windows 95 on a compressed drive:
15. Create a Windows 95 ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE directory on another disk 

drive that is noncompressed.

This directory name is typically \ORAWIN95\DATABASE.

16. Copy the database files you identified in Step 2 to the location created in 
Step 15.

17. Edit the INITORCL.ORA file located in the Windows 95 
ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE directory so that the directory path listed as 
part of the CONTROL_FILES parameter specifies this other location. 

Do not change the name of the actual control file specified in the 
INITORCL.ORA file; it must remain CTL1ORCL.ORA.

18. Go to Step 23.

If you created your own custom database with Personal Oracle7 for Windows 
3.1
19. If you located your database files in a directory location other than the default 

ORAWIN\DBS directory, and you want to leave them there, edit the 
INITORCL.ORA file located in the Windows 95 ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE 
directory so that the directory path listed as part of the CONTROL_FILES 
parameter specifies this other location.

Do not change the name of the actual control file specified in the 
INITORCL.ORA file; it must remain CTL1ORCL.ORA.

20. Go to Step 23.
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Otherwise (no compressed drive, no custom database)
21. Move the files you identified in Step 2 to their new location in the Windows 95 

ORACLE_HOME\Database directory.

22.  Find the database control file in the Windows 95 
ORACLE_HOME\DATABASE directory. By default, this file name is 
CTL1.ORA for Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1.  

23. Type the following command at the MS-DOS command prompt:

RENAME CTL1.ORA CTL1ORCL.ORA

This renames the control file to CTL1ORCL.ORA.

24. Type the following command: 

C:\> ORAAUTOS OFF

Personal Oracle7 is set up to automatically start the database. This command 
disables the automatic database startup so that you can complete the remaining 
steps. 

If you moved your database files in Steps 16 or 21, go to Step 25.

If you did not move your database files, go to Step 26.

25. Start the database in a special way so that the new location of the database files 
takes effect. If you have not had to move the database files, then skip this step. 

The easiest way to do this is to use the following steps:

a. In Notepad, edit the sample SQL script MGRTSAMP.SQL provided for this 
purpose in the Windows 95 ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN 
directory.

Note: This must be on a noncompressed disk drive.

Note: The remaining steps must be performed in the directory 
where your database files are stored.
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b. Provide the full path names of database files in their original location on 
Windows 3.1 and the full path names of the database files in their new 
location on Windows 95. 

The sample SQL script provides the default file names for the Personal 
Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 starter database files, but does not account for 
files added due to database expansion. You must change or add database 
file names to correspond to your database files. Do not include the control 
file in this list. Do include all other database files. 

c. Change directories to the Windows 95 
ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN directory. Do this from an MS-DOS 
command prompt after editing and saving the SQL script.

d. Run Server Manager by typing the following at the MS-DOS command 
prompt:

C:\> SVRMGR23

e. Connect to Personal Oracle7 by typing the following at the Server Manager 
prompt: 

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL/PASSWORD

Enter the password from Step 13 when prompted for a password.

f. Start up Personal Oracle7 by typing the following command: 

SVRMGR> STARTUP EXCLUSIVE MOUNT

A message appears indicating that the Oracle instance has started.

g. Run your SQL script:

SVRMGR> @MGRTSAMP.SQL 

h. Correct any errors and run the MGRTSAMP.SQL script until it is successful.

If there are errors, they are probably due either to an incorrect file name or 
directory path, or to incorrect placement of quotation marks or commas.

If the SQL script runs without errors, the following message appears:

Statement Processed
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i. After this message appears, type the following: 

SVRMGR> SHUTDOWN

If errors other than ORA-01109 appear, then your database has not 
upgraded correctly. Consult the online Oracle7 Error Messages in the 
Oracle for Windows 95 program group for more information.  Go to 
Step 27.

26.  If you skipped Step 25, use the following steps to start the Server Manager and 
to connect to the database:

a. Change directories to the Windows 95 
ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN directory and run Server Manager 
by typing the following at the MS-DOS command prompt: 

C:\> SVRMGR23

b. Connect to Personal Oracle7 by typing the following at the Server Manager 
prompt: 

SVRMGR> CONNECT INTERNAL/PASSWORD

Enter the password from Step 13 when prompted for a password.

27. Start up the database by doing the following: 

a. Edit the MIGRATE.ORA file located in the Windows 95 
ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73\ADMIN directory.

Open the file in Notepad, and change the MIGRATE.ORA file 
CONTROL_FILES parameter to point to the correct path for 
CTL1ORCL.ORA. 

b. Type the following at the Server Manager prompt (if you exited Server 
Manger in Step 25 you first need to type CONNECT INTERNAL/
PASSWORD):

SVRMGR> STARTUP PFILE=MIGRATE.ORA 

c. To update internal database tables for Oracle7 V7.3, run the C714734.SQL 
script as follows (you will receive ORA-00942 errors, which you can 
ignore): 

SVRMGR> @C714734.SQL 
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If you receive only ORA-00942 errors, or any other errors about objects not 
existing, then your database has been updated successfully. 

28. Create a user account for the new Personal Oracle7 user interface. Do this by 
entering the following: 

SVRMGR> CREATE USER PO7 IDENTIFIED BY PO7 

2> DEFAULT TABLESPACE USER_DATA TEMPORARY TABLESPACE TEMPORARY_DATA; 

The above statement works if your original database was the Starter Database 
for Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1. If you created your own database, then 
you may want to remove the relevant line(s) of the SQL statement, letting the 
tablespaces default, or provide the names of tablespaces that you have in your 
database. 

29. Give the PO7 user account the DBA role by entering the following: 

SVRMGR> GRANT DBA TO PO7;

30. Shut down your database and exit Server Manager by typing: 

SVRMGR> SHUTDOWN

SVRMGR> EXIT

31. Change the INITORCL.ORA COMPATIBILITY parameter to 7.3.0.0.0.

32. If you want to reset Personal Oracle7 to start up the database automatically, 
then enter the following at the MS-DOS command prompt: 

C:\> ORAAUTOS ON

Your database upgrading is now complete. If you want, you can start up your 
database.
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4
Upgrading Windows 3.1/Windows 95 to

Version 7.3.4 on Windows NT

This chapter contains information about upgrading data using export and import 
from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1 and Windows 95 (all editions) to Personal 
Oracle7 for Windows NT.

Specific topics discussed are:

■ general upgrading information

■ upgrading steps
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General Upgrading Information
Export and import of data is the recommended upgrading method when you 
intend to use Advanced Replication features, such as updatable snapshots, that 
come with Personal Oracle7 for Windows NT. This method also has the advantage 
of using a Starter database that was specifically designed for Personal Oracle7 for 
Windows NT. 

The following list describes the general steps for upgrading your database files: 

■ export the data from Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/Windows 95

■ upgrade from Windows 3.1/Windows 95 to Windows NT, if necessary

■ install Personal Oracle7 for Windows NT with the starter database

■ import your data into the Personal Oracle7 for Windows NT starter database

Upgrading Steps
1. Check to see if there is enough disk space available to export your Personal 

Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/Windows 95 database. To do this, do the following: 

a. Start the Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/Windows 95 database. 

b. Use the Database Expander utility to view the amount of used space by 
adding up the used space displayed for each tablespace. Do not count the 
used space for the SYSTEM tablespace. 

2. Check to see that your database is set up to do an export: 

a. If you are using the Starter database that came with Personal Oracle7 for 
Windows 3.1/Windows 95, then it is already set up for you. 

b. If you created your own database and have not run CATEXP.SQL or 
CATALOG.SQL, then do so now. 

3. Do a full database export of Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/Windows 95 
using the Export utility. To do this, do the following: 

a. Log in to the Export Utility as the user SYSTEM. 

b. When prompted, select Full Database for Windows 3.1, or Entire Database 
for Windows 95.

All objects in the database will be exported, except those owned by SYS, 
which are generated during database creation. 
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4. If you have created tables under SYS, perform a table export (to different 
export files) for each of these tables after you complete the full export. 

The default export parameters are usually sufficient. If you want to use export 
parameters other than the default, refer to Oracle7 Server Utilities available 
online as an HTML file with Personal Oracle7 for Windows 3.1/Windows 95.

5. Upgrade to the Windows NT operating system if you have not already done so. 

6. Install Personal Oracle7 for Windows NT. You can pick any type of installation: 
Application Developer, Runtime, or Custom. If you choose Custom, you must 
install at least the Personal Oracle7 product. 

7. Choose to install one of the two Starter Databases when prompted. If you want 
to use Advanced Replication, select the Replication starter database.

8. Drop the sequence before running Import if you want the sequence to take the 
value captured in the export dump file.

SVRMGR> DROP SEQUENCE [schema.] sequence

LONG data in your system can become sufficiently large to create import 
problems. If that occurs, you need to make alternative plans for data transfer. 
In addition, the OPTIMAL storage parameter for rollback segments is not 
preserved during export and import.    

9. Use the import command line utility from the MS-DOS command prompt to do 
a full database import. 

You can let most of the parameters default to the Import utility you have just 
installed. Here is a sample import interactive session: 

C:\> IMP73 SYSTEM/MANAGER FILE=EXPORT_FILE FULL=Y 

where EXPORT_FILE is the file you exported to in Step 3. 

Most of the time, default parameters are sufficient. If you want to use 
parameters other than the default, refer to Oracle7 Server Utilities, available 
online as an HTML file, for a complete discussion of import parameters. 

You may receive many IMP-00015 errors. These errors indicate that the object 
you tried to import already exists. If the object is a table, this means none of the 
rows are inserted in the corresponding table in the new database. You can 
specify the parameter ignore=y. This causes Import to ignore the IMP-00015 
error and import anyway. However, if the table already exists in the database, 
then you can end up with duplicate rows of information. 
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5
Migrating from Microsoft Access to

Personal Oracle7

This chapter describes how to migrate from a Microsoft Access database to a 
Personal Oracle7 database.

Specific topics discussed are:

■ Using Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access

■ Known Problems, Restrictions, and Workarounds
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Using Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access
Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access helps you migrate data from a 
Microsoft Access database to a Personal Oracle7 database. Specifically, Oracle 
Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access:

■ Migrates the structure and data of a Microsoft Access database(s) to a Personal 
Oracle7 database. The Personal Oracle7 database is then used to manage the 
migrated data and referential integrity. 

■ Provides an option that enables your unmodified Microsoft Access forms and 
reports to work with the newly created Personal Oracle7 database through an 
Oracle Open Database Connectivity Driver (ODBC) connection. 

■ Enables Oracle products such as Oracle Power Objects to work with the newly 
migrated data. 

Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access can migrate several types of 
Microsoft Access databases, including: 

■ Single Microsoft Access databases with both fixed and dynamically attached 
tables. 

■ Multiple Microsoft Access databases that share attached tables with other 
Microsoft Access databases. 

■ Microsoft Access databases that contain Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 
or MEMO fields. 

Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access can be used to migrate both 16-bit 
Access 2.0 databases and 32-bit Microsoft Access 7.0 databases.

To prepare a Microsoft Access database for migration:

1. Compact and back up your Microsoft Access database files. 

2. If you want, separate your Microsoft Access data tables and referential 
integrity into a different .MDB file from the application (forms, reports, macros, 
and modules) and create attachments. The .MDB file containing the data tables 
and referential integrity is the .MDB file to migrate to Personal Oracle7. 
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To migrate a database using Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access:

1. Choose Start>Programs>Oracle for Windows NT> (or Oracle for Windows 95) 
Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access. 

The Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access welcome screen appears:

2. Proceed to the last Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access screen and 
complete the migration of the Microsoft Access database.  

Note: Microsoft Access tables with two or more MEMO or OLE 
datatype columns, which need to be mapped to a LONG or 
LONGRAW datatype column in Personal Oracle7, are not 
converted. The Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access tries 
to convert these datatypes to a VARCHAR2(2000) so the table can 
be converted. However, if the existing data does not permit this, 
the Microsoft Access table is not converted. Change the Microsoft 
Access structure to move the additional MEMO or OLE columns to 
a separate table. Personal Oracle7 does not support two LONG 
columns in one table.

Additional Information: Click Help to access the online 
documentation.
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Known Problems, Restrictions, and Workarounds
This section lists known problems and restrictions with Oracle Migration Wizard 
for Microsoft Access.

■ Supported on Personal Oracle release 7.3.4 and 8.0.3 only.

■ Supported on Windows 95 and Windows NT operating systems. Not 
supported on Windows 3.1.

■ The 16-bit version of Oracle Migration Wizard for Microsoft Access supports 
only migrating schemas that have English or ISO Latin 1 object names; that is, 
table names, index names, column names, and so on.

■ Cannot migrate a Microsoft Access 2.0 database on Windows NT 4.0 or a 
database that has reference to the attached database.

■ Cannot terminate the wizard using Alt F4.

■ If you do not have a default printer selected, the wizard successfully migrates 
your Microsoft Access database to Oracle, however it will not give you any 
feedback about the progress of the migration.

■ The Oracle account’s password created after the migration is oracle.

■ Uses the name of the .MDB file and creates a user with the same name for 
Oracle. Do not use names for the .MDB files that are Oracle reserved words. 

■ When using Query mapping layer and attachments, a table t1 is attached from 
database db1 to database db2 as attachment t2. The databases are migrated to 
Oracle and the query mapping layer is built. In this case, the backup 
attachment t2_L that is created in database db2 for the original attachment t2 
does not point to the proper table in database db1. 

■ When you create the backup attachment t2_L in database db2, it still points to 
table t1 in database db1. But since table t1 in database db1 no longer exists (a 
query is created with the same name for the table instead), the attachment is no 
longer valid. To avoid the problem, manually delete and re-create the backup 
attachment t2_L in database db2 pointing to table t1_L instead of table t1 in 
database db1.

■ When generating reports, if you select file as the destination for your report, 
you create a Crystal Reports viewable file format. If you want to create a text 
file, select Window as the destination of your report. After generating the 
report, select the briefcase icon at the bottom of the report window. Choose text 
as the format and disk file as the destination to create a text file of the report.

■ Use Windows NT or Windows 95 when migrating the AutoNumber column 
with the Structured Only option, the Oracle sequence number starts with the 
last number of the Microsoft Access auto number.
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A
Using NT Instance Manager from the Com-

mand Line

This appendix lists the commands and parameters of NT Instance Manager in 
command line mode (ORADIM73.EXE).

Specific topics discussed are:

■ Using NT Instance Manager from the Command Line (ORADIM73)

■ ORADIM73 Log
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Using NT Instance Manager from the Command Line (ORADIM73)
This section describes the ORADIM73 commands and parameters. Note that each 
command is preceded by a dash (-). The Instance Manager command line tool is 
run with the ORADIM73.EXE executable. To use this tool, from the command line, 
type ORADIM73 followed by appropriate commands and arguments (listed below).

Note: If you enter ORADIM73 or ORADIM73.EXE at the command line followed 
by a return (that is, without any commands), you start the NT Instance Manager 
graphical tool. Likewise, if you type ORADIM73 followed by an invalid command, 
you start the graphical tool. If you type ORADIM73 followed by a combination of 
valid and invalid commands, the Instance Manager processes as many valid 
commands as possible and remains at the command line.

  

Task Use This Command...

Create an 
instance 

ORADIM73 -NEW -SID SID [-INTPWD INTERNAL_PWD] [-SRVC SRVCNAME] 

[-MAXUSERS NUMBER][-STARTMODE AUTO, MANUAL][-PFILE FILENAME]

where:

■ SID is the value of the instance.

■ INTERNAL_PWD is the password for the INTERNAL account. Mandatory unless 
DBA_AUTHORIZATION or DBA_SID_AUTHORIZATION is set to BYPASS in 
\\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE\ of the registry.

■ SRVCNAME is the service name.

■ NUMBER is the number of users defined in the password file. The default is five.

■ AUTO or MANUAL indicate whether to start the database automatically or 
manually at startup. The default setting is manual.

■ FILENAME is the INITSID.ORA file to be used with this instance. Ensure you 
specify the complete path name of this file, including drive letter.

Note...  -NEW and -SID are mandatory parameters. The remaining parameters are 
optional.

Note...  Creating an instance using ORADIM73 only creates the password file and related 
service. The database (that is, the database files) is not created.
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Start an instance ORADIM73 -STARTUP -SID SID [-USRPWD USER_PWD] -STARTTYPE SRVC,INST [-PFILE 
FILENAME] 

where:

■ SID is the value of the instance to start.

■ USER_PWD is the password for the INTERNAL account. This is a mandatory 
parameter.

■ SRVC is for starting the services and INST is for starting an instance (both can be 
specified).

■ FILENAME is the INITSID.ORA file to be used with this instance. Ensure you 
specify the complete path name of this file, including drive letter.

Note...  -STARTUP, -SID, and -STARTTYPE are mandatory parameters. The remaining 
parameters are optional.

Stop an instance ORADIM73 -SHUTDOWN -SID SID [-USRPWD USER_PWD] -SHUTTYPE SRVC, INST -SHUTMODE 
[A, I, N]

where:

■ SID is the value of the instance to stop.

■ USER_PWD is the password for the INTERNAL account. Mandatory unless 
DBA_AUTHORIZATION or DBA_SID_AUTHORIZATION is set to BYPASS in  
\\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE\ of the registry.

■ SRVC is for stopping the services and INST is for shutting down a database (both 
can be specified).

■ Specifications on how to stop an instance; A indicates abort mode, I indicates 
immediate mode, and N indicates normal mode.

Note...  -SHUTDOWN, -SID, and -SHUTTYPE are mandatory parameters. The remaining 
parameters are optional.
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ORADIM73 Log
When you use ORADIM73 in command line mode, Instance Manager opens a log 
file (ORADIM73.LOG) in ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS73. All operations (both suc-
cessful and failed) are logged in this file. You must check this file to verify the suc-
cess of an operation.

Task Use This Parameter...

Edit an instance ORADIM73 -EDIT -SID SID [-NEWSID NEWSID][-INTPWD INTERNAL_PWD]
[-STARTMODE AUTO, MANUAL][-PFILE FILENAME]

where:

■ SID is the value of the instance to edit.

■ NEWSID is the new SID for the instance (enter only if changing an existing instance 
name).

■ INTERNAL_PWD is the password for the INTERNAL account. This is necessary 
only if the password file was not created earlier.

■ AUTO or MANUAL indicates whether to start the database automatically or 
manually at startup.

■ FILENAME is the INITSID.ORA file to be used with this instance. Ensure you 
specify the complete path name of this file.

Note...  -EDIT and -SID are mandatory parameters. The remaining parameters are 
optional.

Note...  This command cannot be used to change the password, as it does not overwrite 
the existing password file. It can only create a new password file when none already 
exists. To create a new password file, use ORAPWD73, or delete the Oracle7 Server 
services (this action implicitly deletes the associated password file) and then recreate the 
Oracle7 Server services (this action implicitly creates the associated password file).

Delete an 
instance

ORADIM73 -DELETE -SID SIDA, SIDB, SIDC,... 
ORADIM73 -DELETE -SRVC SRVCA, SRVCB, SRVCC,... 

where:

■ SIDA, SIDB, SIDC are the SIDs of the instances to delete.

■ SRVCA, SRVCB, SRVCC are the services to delete.

Display a 
complete list of 
ORADIM73 
commands

ORADIM73 -? | /? | /H | /HELP
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